Survey, Visualise, Integrate.

IMGS Location Publisher Pre-Planning
Web Mapping Made Easy
IMGS Location Publisher Pre-Planning is an easy-to-use website for members of the public
to submit pre-planning enquiries to local authorities regarding the likelihood of being
granted planning permission on a site.
Once the enquiries are recorded, a spatial report is automatically generated and provided to
the user. The report contains critical planning information such as the development zone
the site is and its proximity to heritage areas, national monuments and protected structures
– all which will have a bearing on the likelihood of planning permission being granted.

Figure 1: An example of the map page
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New Features


Easy to use mapping tools to capture the site location



The homepage is fully configurable to allow an organisation to capture specific user
details required i.e. email, county, town land, town etc.



Support for Ordnance Survey Ireland’s MapGenie Maps



The map of the selected area can be added to the spatial report (to facilitate printing)



The comprehensive spatial report allows for layer ordering and hyperlinked results

Process
1. A member of the public visits the IMGS Location Publisher Pre-Planning website, enters
some basic details, draws a boundary and submits a request for the planning authority
report.
2. A spatial report is automatically generated and they can use it as a basic reference to
how the planning authority may advise on their proposed development.
3. An email of the request can then be sent to the planning authority (and also to the
member of the public), attaching a reference number that can be used in the face to
face meetings that may take place between both parties.

Why IMGS?
We are an Irish owned mapping and geographic information systems provider founded in
2002. We serve over 50 customers across the island of Ireland including local authorities,
government agencies, utilities and communications organisations.
The key to our success is that we stay focused on the customer and the customer’s needs
and deliver solutions to meet those needs. Customer satisfaction is our number one priority
and we work very closely with our customers to deliver a solution that is just right for them.
Our customers know that they can rely on us for support, whenever they need it.
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Figure 2: An example of the spatial report
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